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A helicopter pilot reportedly hit power lines and crashed Friday morning in a citrus 

grove north of Ivanhoe. The man survived with what appeared to be only moderate 

injuries, authorities report. 

One California Highway Patrol officer described the pilot as "banged up" but awake 

and talking after emergency crews located him in the middle of a grove southwest 

of Road 172 and Avenue 376. 

Tulare County Fire officials didn't immediately disclose the man's name Friday. 

They said that his injuries appeared to be mostly to his lower extremities. About an 

hour after emergency crews arrived at the scene, the man was loaded into a Sky 

Life helicopter ambulance directed to land on Road 172, and was flown to an 

undisclosed hospital. 

Though the pilot's injuries didn't appear to be life-threatening, the decision was 

made to fly him to a hospital rather than take him by ambulance, "due to the 

distance to a trauma center," said county Fire Battalion Chief Jeff McLaughlin. 

At 9:29 a.m., emergency dispatchers received a report that a helicopter had gone 

down in the area of Road 172 and Avenue 328, well south of the actual crash site. 

County fire crews and sheriff's patrol cars were sent to the area, as were CHP 

cars. McLaughlin said they came across a witness and a man operating a truck 

carrying the crop dusting insecticide that had been loaded onto the helicopters, and 

they directed the emergency crews to the crash site — which couldn't be seen from 

the road because it was surrounded by rows of mature citrus trees. 

McLaughlin said a passerby told authorities that he had seen the helicopter hit 

power lines extending north to south over the grove, and that "it looks like he tried 

to go under the power lines" but ended up hitting them, though that hadn't been 

confirmed. 

The operator of the truck told emergency workers the type of insecticide the 

helicopter was carrying, and emergency crews determined there were no health 

threats from inhaling it or the chemical igniting. 

Crews did have to take care to avoid contact with the 20 gallons of insecticide, 

some of which spilled in the crash. 



The helicopter landed right-side up. And, despite the amount of damage to the 

aircraft, firefighters helped the pilot out of the mangled wreckage without the need 

for extensive extraction tools. 

Operators of the farm, owned by Paramount Citrus, LLC, wouldn't allow reporters 

onto the property to view the crash site. 

As for what caused the crash, McLaughlin said the National Transportation Safety 

Board had been called in to handle the investigation. 

Based on the Bell 47G-2A helicopter's tail number, the Federal Aviation 

Administration lists it as being built in 1965 and its owner as Barton Aero, Inc, 

which has an address just south of Sequoia Field, a small, rural airport north of 

Visalia. 

A person contacted at the business declined to comment on the crash. 

 


